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Abdnl-Ghani, Muhammad—Pre-Mughal Persian in Hindus-
tan* pp. xliii + 505, 1 plate. The Allahabad Law Journal
Press, Allahabad, 1941.	[1574
A literary history of Persia from the Tahirids to the Tughlaqs from
an extraordinary Indian point of view.	/
Agrawala, V. S.—Irani Samrat Dara ka Susa se mila hua
Silalekh. (Hindi text). NPP. XLUI, Pt, 2, pp. 97-112*
[1575
An inscription of the Persian Emperor Darius from Susa. Gives
the Hindi report of Darius published by various scholars, and
useful information such as architectural details and the material
utilised in the construction of the Palace at Susa, the Elamite
capital. Also shows the similarity of the Persian words with the forms
in Sanskrit language. Points out the importance of the inscriptions for
the student of ancient Indian history.
Ali, Manzur Ed.—The Tazgira-E-Benazir (Persian text).
Arabic-Persian Series Vol. I, pp. 154-1-12. Allahabad
University, Allahabad, 1940.	[1576
A memoir of Indian and Persian poets of 1200 A. D. by Mir Ghulam
Ali, Iftkhar. While he utterly lacks the honest and sane standard of
literary criticism and is full of sweet words of compliments for the
poetic achievements of his teacher, Azad Bilgrami, he cannot brook a
discardant note of criticism on the poetic flaw of the latter by Siyal-
koti Mai, Warusta. The value of the work lies in its inclusion of
notices on some of the [hitherto unknown obscure poets, both Indian
and Persian, who lived during the first seventy-two years of twelfth
century of Hijra.
Bank, A.—A Plaque with the Image of Alexander the Great
flying upwards (Russian text).   TOSHM. Ill, pp. 181-194.
[1577
Gives an interesting study of the myth, familiar to every student of
the Shah-nama, about Kay-ka us flying to the sky with the help of eagles
The motive is an ancient one, is usually associated with Alexander the
Great, and its expression in painting is common in different Eastern
and Western countries.
Batlivala, .Skrab H.—A  ITote  on   the  Mode of   Salutation
During Sasanian Period.   ILQ* XII, Pi 1, p. 4L      [1578
A note giving the manner of salutation*
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